
there’s still time to SPRING into life
We’re finally experiencing an extended hot streak in our daily weather, so here’s a word of comfort, perhaps: 
It’s still spring!! May this issue of UP2DATE give you reason to believe God is calling you and your church 
to life.
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UPDATE: fellowship hall heating & air conditioning system
We continue to pursue options for the repair or replacement of the heating and air conditioning units in 
fellowship hall, on the lower level of our building. For unknown reasons, the first two companies from which 
we sought bids have yet to get back to us. The third company’s representative, with whom we met most 
recently, certainly seemed committed to sending us a bid, but at the moment we’re still waiting. It’s been a 
frustrating experience.

To remind you of the status of the system: The fellowship hall furnace works, but we have to leave the 
system’s fan running in order for the room to heat properly. The hall’s air conditioning system does not work. 
Because the room has outside exposure only on its east and north sides, it heats up much less and more 
slowly than, say, does our worship center on the upper level, and that’s obviously a good thing.

Of course our current financial challenges complicate the search for heating and cooling systems 
replacement, but we need to know what’s possible in order to make informed decisions as to how best to 
proceed. We will keep your informed.

financial challenges call for our attention
We’ve hit a very difficult period for our congregation’s financial health.  

• On many weeks this year, the weekly offering has not been sufficient 
to cover payroll

• Compared with where we were at this time in 2017, we’ve lost a net of 
six regularly-giving donor households and around $12,000 in income 
(on an annual basis). The average amount given per donor this year is 
a small bit lower than it was in 2017, but the much larger impact has 
come from the reduction in the total number of donors.

There are two sources of additional financial support for a congregation in 
a situation such as ours: Current donor households, whose decisions to 
increase their giving increase revenue, and new donor households, 
whose financial participation obviously infuses new revenue into the church’s finances. To-date this year 
we’ve been blessed to welcome new active participants - new members, for that matter! - but clearly we 
need more support.

At its June meeting, our general board decided to revisit our financial state again in July after making this 
UP2DATE appeal to the congregation, an appeal both to request that we all review our current giving levels 
in light of our fiscal reality, and that we join in prayerful appeals to God for direction and provision in these 
challenging times. 

We have discovered time and again through the years that God ALWAYS provides, whether for potluck 
meals or in seasons of financial hardship. Let us act in faith and hope that God WILL NOW do for us just as 
God HAS ALWAYS done for us... and that WE are among the ones God is likely to use to get something 
done.
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help celebrate our graduates
This is the time of year when we celebrate the academic achievements of our 
family members and friends. Please join us in praise to God for the 
accomplishments of the following recent graduates:

 – McKenzie Casselman (niece of Shari and Bill Coley): Graduated from 
Rock Island High School. She plans to take a year off from school, then pursue 
a veterinary tech program and, eventually, a career as a veterinarian.

 – Olivia Dowell (granddaughter of Shari and Bill Coley): Graduated from 
Bettendorf High School. She plans to take classes at Scott Community College 
while she discerns her future path.

 – Ashlie Ledbetter: Graduated from Blackhawk with an associate’s 
degree in elementary education. She plans next to pursue a bachelor’s degree 
in the same field from Western Illinois University.

 – Katie McBride: Graduated high school from her family’s home schooling program, which she 
informally calls “McBride Home school.” This fall she will begin her education at Hollins University in 
Roanoke, Virginia, focusing on psychology, particularly related to children and adolescents.

During its June meeting, our general board voted unanimously to discontinue our church’s 
participation in Operation Christmas Child (OCC), the ministry of the Christian relief agency Samaritan’s 
Purse that gives shoe boxes filled with age- and gender appropriate toys and gifts, along with materials that 
communicate the Gospel, to children in developing nations. The decision will end twenty years of our OCC 
participation, during the last four of which we served as a drop-off location to which other churches, groups, 
and individuals brought their completed boxes for initial processing.

The board’s decision had its roots in the process by which OCC chooses its drop-off location team leaders. 
Faith Ballard served in that role for us in 2018 and 2019. Her reentry into the workforce led me to assume 
that role for the years 2020 and 2021. The difference between Faith’s and my roles was that Faith had 
completed the “official” drop-off team leader selection process; I had not. After the 2021 collection, OCC 
asked that I do so prior to this year’s collection in November, and I agreed. 

Said process included an online application, the provision of references, an interview via Zoom, and the 
signing of the Samaritan’s Purse statement of faith, a document  upon review of which I decided I could not 
sign. When informed of my decision, OCC decided that I could no longer serve as a drop-off team leader. I 
then took the matter to the board, which then, as noted above, decided to discontinue our participation.

One doesn’t need a master’s degree in literature to notice that I’ve left out of this report a BUNCH of details, 
such as why I decided not to sign the OCC statement of faith or on what basis the board decided to end our 
OCC involvement. If you want to see the statement, which includes more than 30 distinct declarations, and 
learn more about my objections to it, I’m certainly willing to talk with you, but know that it would be a long and 
involved conversation... for each of my objections! The bottom line is I could not in good conscience sign the 
document, and board members, who reviewed the statement and, in some cases, expressed their own 
disapproval of one or more of its provisions, decided to discontinue our congregation’s participation in the 
ministry.

This was a VERY hard decision for me and the board given the blessing our OCC ministry has produced 
over the last two decades, but it was the correct decision. Please pray for God’s direction as we decide how 
to fill the void left by OCC’s departure from our congregation’s ministry.

and from bill.... the end of our Operation Christmas Child ministry



What’s Inside?
Introductions to Bible books

what’s inside PSALMS?
This monthly series summarizes one or more Bible books, NOT to 
tell you everything you need to know about them, but rather to tell 
you enough to raise your curiosity about their contents and possible 
usefulness in your life and our world. We invite you to receive these 
brief summaries as invitations to strengthen (or perhaps revive or 
even launch) your connection to Scripture. A word from God awaits 
you in the pages of that Bible that sits on your shelf or table, or in 
your mobile device. Go get it!

Psalms is probably the second or third easiest book in the Bible to 
find, behind Genesis, in the beginning, and Revelation, at the end. 
Simply open any Bible to its midpoint and you’re likely there. 

Psalms are songs/poems that express a wide array of emotions – from praise to alarm, from celebration to 
despair. In the lingo of modern slang, the Psalms contain little “political correctness.” Their authors openly 
and without reservation express their anger, resentment, and frustration... with God! But they also freely 
express their thanksgiving to the one they know to be their creator, sustainer, and only reliable hope for the 
future. If we’ve felt it, there’s likely a psalm that expresses it. 

We launch every Sunday worship with a reading from the Psalms and encourage you to include them in your 
devotional life, for example, by reading three to five of them every day (it won’t take you long, we promise!)

(NOTE: Incidentally, we’ll discover more about the Psalms in the new sermon series called “A Word for the 
Would-Be Wise” that begins this Sunday, June 19.)

notice psalm 119.105
Your word is a lamp to guide my feet and a light for my path.
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phone-in worship audio issues resolved
We are now more confident than ever that we have figured out a long-term solution to the audio issues that 
plagued our phone-in worship for seemingly months:

 1) The materials that construct fellowship hall produce a space in which cell phone signal strength is 
quite low except in particular locations, typically near the windows on the east side. Hence, during worship 
Bill Coley now leaves his phone on the table next to the window in the southeast corner of the room.

 2) We’ve discovered that connection of the wireless microphone system Bill uses to broadcast 
worship to those who phone-in requires that he connect the receiver unit to the phone while a) both the 
receiver and transmitter units are powered off, and b) while his phone screen is not “awake.” Once the 
receiver is connected in that manner, and as long as the phone remains on the table next to the window, 
there is no disruption to the signal our phone-in worshipers receive. In addition, we’re able to harvest usable 
sermon audio that we then post to the church’s website.

We offer special applause to our phone-in worshipers, some of whom have called in multiple times on a 
single Sunday morning in search of a good connection... which, of course, they never found due to the 
issues just reported. Thank you for your patience and endurance! 
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a reminder
The user manual for an accessory I recently purchased to enhance my photography 
hobby begins with five pages of diagrams such as the ones pictured here. In 21 
graphic images, the manual identifies the accessory’s components by appearance 
and, for use later in the manual, by the letters A-H. “Stop” is the only word that 
appears in the first five pages of the instructions; everything else is pictures and 
letters. 

The presentation format changes as of p.6 of the manual when it presents the first 
of 16 pages of accessory use instructions; 16 not because use of the device is so 
complicated that 16 pages are needed to make it clear, but because the manual 
offers the same small set of instructions in 16 different languages.  So effectively, 
the manual provides five pages of pictures and one page of words.

• In Matthew 7, Jesus distinguishes between good and bad fruit, ending the 
analogy with this: “Yes, just as you can identify a tree by its fruit, so you can 
identify people by their actions.” (Matthew 7.20)

• “Actions speak louder than words.”

• A saying (incorrectly) attributed to St. Francis of Assisi: “Preach the Gospel at 
all times. If necessary, use words.” In the accessory’s manual the principle seems to be, tell people how 
to use it; if necessary, use words.

• Jesus criticized religious leaders as “whitewashed tombs,” in his takedown of them advising people to 
“...practice and obey whatever they tell you, but don’t follow their example. For they don’t practice what 
they teach. They crush people with unbearable religious demands and never lift a finger to ease the 
burden.” (Matthew 23.3-4)

• “Do as I say, not as I do.”

How we live our lives this summer – what we DO, not just what we say or claim to believe – will matter. 
Please use these months to SHOW the world your faith and love.

Join us in July!
July’s breakfast potluck: July 3, 9:00 a.m.

prayer matters
Jerry Unzel (Maurine’s husband): Has tested positive for COVID-19; mild to moderate symptoms, but 
currently on a ten day home quarantine.

Kelly Weaver (Bill Coley’s brother in-law): Scheduled for open heart bypass surgery in Omaha, Nebraska, 
on Monday, June 20.

Mark Langley: Recently graduated successfully (”flying colors”!) from a cardiac rehab program.

Karen Lavalle: Progressing (not quickly enough!) in her healing from a fractured left wrist.
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